
COMP110 - Optional WS4 Name:

1. Given the function below, answer the following questions:

1 import { print } from "introcs";

2 export let arith = (i: number, j: number): number => {

3 let val: number = 0;

4 if (i <= 0 || j <= 0) {

5 return val;

6 }

7 if (i + j > 30) {

8 i -= 7;

9 j--;

10 arith(i, j);

11 } else if (i % 3 === 0) {

12 i--;

13 j += 5;

14 arith(i, j);

15 } else {

16 i -= 4;

17 j %= 2;

18 arith(i, j);

19 }

20 return i + j;

21 };

22 print(arith(9, 21));

1.1 Which of the two base cases is reached?

1.2 What are the values of i and j at the end of
the first recursive call (the call that happens the first
time the function is called recursively)?

1.3 What is the final returned value?

2. Given the function below, answer the following questions.

1 let fibonacci = (n: number): number => {

2 if (n <= 1) {

3 return 0;

4 } else if (n <= 3) {

5 return 1;

6 }

7 return fibonacci(n - 1) + fibonacci(n - 2);

8 };

9 print(fibonacci(6));

2.1 What is the printed output? 2.2 Write a function call to fibonacci that will
return 21.
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3. Explain recursion – as if you were explaining it to your roommate – in your own words.

4. Write the expression (using cons, first and rest) that would cause the following lists to print using the list
below.

1 let list: Node<string> = cons("Scott", cons("Michael", cons("man", cons("is", cons("the", null)))));

4.1 Scott man

4.2 Scott

4.3 Scott is the man

4.4 null

5. Use the code below to answer the questions.

1 import { print } from "introcs";

2 export let main = async () => {

3 let chocChip: number = 10;

4 let type: string[] = ["Oatmeal Raisin", "Choc 

Chip", "PB", "Oatmeal Raisin"];

5 numOfCookies(chocChip);

6 print(chocChip);

7 // PAUSE HERE

8 typesOfCookies(type);

9 print(type);

10 };

11

12 let numOfCookies = (cookies: number): void => {

13 cookies = cookies * 10;

14 };

15 let typesOfCookies = (type: string[]): number => {

16 let count = 0;

17 for (let i = 0; i < type.length; i++) {

18 if (type[i] === "Oatmeal Raisin") {

19 count++;

20 type[i] = "Gross";

21 }

22 }

23 return count;

24 };

25 main();

5.1 What is printed if we pause at line 6?

5.2 What is printed if we continue executing start-
ing at line 6 until the end?

5.3 Explain the difference between values vs refer-
ence types in context of this problem.
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6. Given the code listing below, draw an environment diagram paused at Line 31.

1 import { print } from "introcs";

2

3 class Word {

4 chars: string = "";

5 size: number = 0;

6 }

7

8 export let main = async () => {

9 let word: Word = new Word();

10 word.chars = "game";

11 word.size = word.chars.length;

12 emphasize(word, 1);

13 };

14

15 let emphasize = (word: Word, num: number): void =>

{

16 print(word.size + num);

17 if (num === 0) {

18 more(word);

19 } else {

20 word.chars += "!";

21 word.size = num;

22 emphasize(new Word(), num - 1);

23 }

24 };

25

26 let more = (word: Word): Word => {

27 let other = new Word();

28 other.chars = word.chars;

29 other.size = word.size;

30 word.size += 3;

31 // break here

32 return other;

33 };

34

35 main();

Stack
Globals

Heap

The following questions are about the state of the
program at the moment the evaluation is paused at
the breakpoint.

6.1 From more’s frame, what is the value of
word.size once the breakpoint is reached?

6.2 How many objects or arrays are on the heap?

6.3 How many frames is the name word bound in?

6.4 Including the frames for globals and main, how
many frames are on the stack when the breakpoint
is reached?

6.5 What is the printed output of this program
once it completes?
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7. Given the CakeDecor class below, determine what will be the printed output of following code. If there is
an error, write “ERROR”.

1 class CakeDecor<T> {

2 icing: T;

3 flavor: string = "";

4 }

7.1 -

1 let bDay = new CakeDecor<string>();

2 bDay.flavor = "chocolate";

3 bDay.icing = "Happy Birthday!";

4 print(bDay.icing + " & " + bDay.flavor);

7.2 -

1 let officeParty = new CakeDecor<boolean>();

2 officeParty.flavor = false;

3 officeParty.icing = false;

4 print(officeParty.icing + " & " + officeParty.

flavor);

8. For each statement, indicate whether it is true or false in the space provided:

8.1 The two vital parts of a recursive function are the recursive case and the edge case.

8.2 Recursive data types have a property that refers to another object of the same type.

8.3 Generalizing a function ensures that it will only work with a specific type for inputs and outputs.

8.4 Generic functions can be used to reduce repetition in code.

8.5 A list ends when a node/link points to null.

8.6 Generics can be applied to only functions, but not classes.

8.7 It is possible to assign a default value to a generic property.
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9. Given the snippet below, answer the following questions.

1 import { print } from "introcs";

2 class Node {

3 value: number = 0;

4 left: Node = null;

5 right: Node = null;

6 }

7

8 let foo = (root: Node): number => {

9 if (root === null) {

10 return Number.MIN_SAFE_INTEGER;

11 }

12 let m = root.value;

13 print(m);

14 let r = foo(root.right);

15 let l = foo(root.left);

16 if (r > m) {

17 m = r;

18 }

19 if (l > m) {

20 m = l;

21 }

22 return m;

23 };

24

25 export let main = async () => {

26 let root = new Node();

27 root.value = 0;

28 let rootLeft = new Node();

29 rootLeft.value = -2;

30 let rootRight = new Node();

31 rootRight.value = 10;

32 let rootLeftLeft = new Node();

33 rootLeftLeft.value = -5;

34 let rootLeftRight = new Node();

35 rootLeftRight.value = -1;

36 root.left = rootLeft;

37 root.right = rootRight;

38 rootLeft.left = rootLeftLeft;

39 rootLeft.right = rootLeftRight;

40 print((foo(root)));

41 };

42

43 main();

9.1 What is the printed output?

9.2 Counting the initial call to foo, how many times
will foo be called during this program?

9.3 What would be the value returned by function
call foo(rootLeft)?

9.4 What is the purpose of this function?
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